Ben Bella Visit

10/15/62

16mm, color, silent, "A" Wind, 201' from first picture frame to last picture frame. No head or tail sync marks.

Source: White House Personal Files
Producer: Cecil Stoughton

This film covers the visit of Mohamed Ahmed Ben Bella, President of Algeria, to the United States

Shot List
0' - First picture frame.
6' - Title sequence.
33' - Shots of welcoming ceremonies on White House lawn.
63' - Shots of Ben Bella's car arriving at White House. President John F. Kennedy (JFK) greets Ben Bella and they pose for pictures.
80' - JFK and Ben Bella meet other guests at reception.
86' - Closeup shots of JFK, Ben Bella, and Dean Rusk.
101' - Shots of First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy (JBK) and John F. Kennedy Jr. observing ceremonies on White House lawn. JFK, Ben Bella, and other VIPs walk to entrance of White House encountering J BK and John Jr. on the way.
201' - Last picture frame.